TROPICAL RAINFORESTS....

….And how we might save them
on the mass they truly deserve
If we want to stop deforestation in its tracks we need to embrace commerce ourselves
rather than continuing on the current path of standing on the sidelines with all of the
appeasement, destruction and humiliation this ultimately entails. It would also be far
more helpful if conservations were to take on board this message instead of giving it the
blank stare as they do.

Pavan Sukhdev - Ending The Economic Invisibility Of Nature.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU9G2E_RYJo&feature=youtu.be
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“The Economic Invisibility Of Nature.” It's one thing of course to recognise nature has
an invisible economic value but it's another entirely to tap into that value and create
wealth that would more than pay for conservation two or three times over and to do that
is really quite simple.
Oil Palm, native to Western Central Africa, could so easily be grown on marginal land there,
connecting forest reserves and fighting back the deserts, rather than contributing to the most
appalling habitat destruction the planet has ever witnessed throughout S.E. Asia and elsewhere.
Cocoa, the wild tree, native to Central South America, could also be grown as a commercial
crop in its home region to increase the forest acreage there instead of destroying it as a cultivar
in Africa. This along with Vanilla was being tapped into by the Ancient Mayans long ago and it
was more than good enough for them. Rubber native to Amazonia, and until the British stole
the seeds and began growing it in Malaya seriously cutting in on the original market, it was a
major income for that entire region.
All of these trees and plants are perfectly good and rightfully belonging somewhere in the
world and if grown in those places as species, rather than where they usually are at
present often as cultivars, they could both create habitat and wealth at the same time. See
the two links below, both make good reading, the first explains in detail how this could all be
achieved, and the second opens up a good many old wounds from the past. But anything that
ultimately gives the planet some kind of natural forestry and conservation its dignity back
surely has to be a good thing and worthy of consideration.
Plant Forests And Make A Fortune. If forests are to be saved on the mass they deserve
they need to earn their keep and pay for themselves.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_58939c67c62649088615ead86fac2a21.pdf?dn=TRF+131.pdf
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There are no reasons at all why rainforests couldn't generate enough wealth to support
themselves on mass two or three times over. Rubber alone has a $multibillion annual
turnover and if this was cultivated in its original Brazil and Peru both extensive habitat as
well as vast fortunes could be created. Obviously it's not going to end up as a pristine
species-rich rainforest but it would nonetheless make a viable piece of habitat which could
provide a home to Jaguars and many other species. At the moment these animals, alternating
between hapless conservationists who want to save them and ranchers who want them killed,
are struggling for their very survival. I believe extensive rubber cultivation could be their
salvation which would certainly better than anything they have at the moment with the endless
expanses of ranches and soya farms.

What this paper sets out to achieve is that by acquiring land paid staff workers could then
conserve and protect the wildlife within its boundaries. Once in ownership it would be a
simple matter of cultivating the right commercial tree and plant species from which
products could then be sold either locally or onto the world-market. In the dappled shade
of Rubber Trees of course you could also cultivate an understory of wild Cocoa and many other
native plants which would double or even triple the profit potential. There are any amount of
rainforest crops that produce nuts, fruits, spices, resins and waxes etc. By generating cash from
self-sustaining systems around the world this could then bring in great benefits for everyone
and everything living both in and around the forests as well as the whole of conservation itself.
For political reasons however governments have been wilfully engaged in the opposite of
what's good for the planet for centuries and things are far from improving. We need a
completely new 'Rainforest Assured Standard,' a symbol that would actually mean
something, in which the public could truly engage with in sustainable shopping. A system
where wild indigenous, native species trees and plants would be cultivated in their homelands creating habitat on mass and thus providing the truly sustainable credentials which
would no doubt had been fully expected in the first place.
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These articles on the other hand show how things are currently run on a free-for-all basis,
operating at sustainable levels in only one or two cases, with local villagers often running
amok in the only forested bits of a country that are left.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8e55d728d40d419db2e4e287ed8f6325.pdf?
dn=traffic_pub_bulletin_28_2_plant_trade_regs.pdf
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_441eaf2f745948bb829b831a9282cfe5.pdf?
dn=Plants+Harvesting.pdf

…...............................................

The Economics Of Ecosystems And Biodiversity – The various ideas on how we might
save the planet.
United Nations Development Programme's, BIOFIN - The Biodiversity Finance Initiative.

What is Biodiversity Finance?
As growing experience from around the world suggests, the preservation of biodiversity can only be achieved by taking
environmental issues into the heart of economic and financial decision making, particularly into the public budgeting
processes and within the wider financial sector – Nik Sekhran, Director, Sustainable Development Bureau for Policy and
Programme Support.
Making Nature’s Values Visible.
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) is a global initiative focused on “making nature’s values visible”.
Its principal objective is to mainstream the values of biodiversity and ecosystem services into decision-making at all
levels. It aims to achieve this goal by following a structured approach to valuation that helps decision-makers recognize
the wide range of benefits provided by ecosystems and biodiversity, demonstrate their values in economic terms and,
where appropriate, capture those values in decision-making.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b1d6b883788943f9992ef116427bcf48.pdf?dn=Economics+of+Ecosystems+2.pdf
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With these initiatives however, as good and obviously well intended as they are, I worry
what these people will do and how they will go about implementing them. As has been
seen countless times before, especially where the UN. and governments are involved,
things rarely seem to end up well. Although it mentions recognition nothing much is said
about implementation which surely has to be the key to it all.
And yet nothing too could really be simpler and it's all about conservationists stomping up a bit
of cash for buying some land and getting on with what's needed. The projects can be as small
as you like or larger, dotted around the planet to cater for whatever habitats you want to save, or
to tap into whatever rainforest resources you might like to invest in. But above all what's
needed is for conservationists to both organise and to reap the eventual financial rewards.

…...............................................
Lessons In Sustainability From The Ancient Mayans.

Achieving Sustainable Societies: Lessons From Modelling The Ancient Maya.

The ancient Maya provide an example of a complex social-ecological system which developed impressively before facing
catastrophic reorganization. In order for our contemporary globally-connected society to avoid a similar fate, we aim to
learn how the ancient Maya system functioned, and whether it might have been possible to maintain resilience and avoid
collapse. The MayaSim computer model was constructed to test hypotheses on whether system-level interventions might
have resulted in a different outcome for the simulated society. We find that neither collapse nor sustainability are
inevitable, and the fate of social-ecological systems relates to feedbacks between the human and biophysical world,
which interact as fast and slow variables and across spatial and temporal scales. In the case of the ancient Maya, what
is considered the ‘peak’ of their social development might have also been the ‘nadir’ of overall social-ecological resilience.
Nevertheless, modelling results suggest that resilience can be achieved and long-term sustainability possible, but
changes in sub-systems need to be maintained within safe operating boundaries.
https://www.thesolutionsjournal.com/article/achieving-sustainable-societies-lessons-from-modelling-the-ancient-maya/
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The Mayans knew a thing or two about utilising their native trees and plants of course by
harvesting their local species like Cocoa and Vanilla without ever destroying the forests
where they grew. We could learn a great deal from these ancient practices and expand upon
them even. Conservationists however prefer to go cap in hand to the palm oil growers rather
than do right thing and save the rainforests around the world.
In Amazonia The Ancients Were Cultivating Their Native Trees And Plants.
At roughly the same time as the Neolithic peoples here were first domesticating Wheat and
Barley these ancients too were cultivating crops like Rubber, Cocoa, Brazil Nuts, Caimito,
Açaí, Cashew and Tucumã. And although probably engaged in a given amount of slash-andburn techniques in order to do this it would've been on such a minute scale to have had
negligible effects on the forests as a whole.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_96a84bd697114be488880b4171974458.pdf?
dn=Ancients+Cultivating+Amazonia.pdf

…...............................................

Having however spoken about all of the positive attributes we've listed here we are up
against an absolutely impenetrable stonewall from all of those who doubt this would ever
work. Just about every last conservationist we have ever put this to in fact has either
given it the blank stare or has simply looked at us as if we were raving mad. So glazed
over are they that it hardly makes a vaguest impression on them and yet what in God's
name do any of them have to offer? A handful of pitifully small rainforest reserves, which
admittedly are better than nothing at all, and copious amounts of regurgitated chat about
sustainable palm oil.

So much of a problem is it that conservation can now barely survive within it's own
financial vacuum brought about by their almost wilful lack of imagination. But if they
were to adopt this idea, their pitifully small forest reserves would remain exactly as they
are, but added to them you would have all of this other forest which would interconnect
with them all. And with the extra revenue they would create we could easily afford to
substantially increase the protected areas in any case. Conservation needs to take matters
in their own hands and regain some of that much needed dignity once again.
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This as an example would be Greenpeace's non-imaginative response.
In 2005, an article published by Greenpeace International stated that “the tasty dark violet wine of açaí is the most
important non-wood forest product in terms of money from the river delta of the Amazon.”[8] A 2008 Los Angeles Times
article noted that while açaí has been acclaimed by some sources as a renewable resource that can provide a
sustainable livelihood for subsistence harvesters without damaging the Amazon Rainforest, conservationists worry that
açaí could succumb to the destructive agribusiness model of clear-cut lands, sprawling plantations, and liberal application
of pesticides and fertilizer.[9] Although most açaí is grown conventionally, the US company Sambazon established USDA
Organic certification for their açaí palm plantations in 2003 and has also implemented fair trade certification.[10][11]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aça%C3%AD_palm
Source Wikipedia.

The point here has been entirely missed of course and simply underlines precisely why it
is we need conservationists to take control and positively not the multinationals. They talk
about 'sprawling plantations' as if this were a bad thing, but if they were made up of these
'naturally occurring but economically useful native species that were creating habitat' then this
would hardly be a problem at all.
Rainforests by definition are endlessly sprawling and if this 'sprawl' were run by the right
people earning money for proper conservation work then what would be wrong with that? So
long as this sprawl promotes habitat then what's not to like? We must leave behind this
notion that plantations have to be these monocultured rows of man-made cultivars or
alien species and heavily chemicalised. This positively does not need to be the way things are
run.
But before continuing let's take a look at some basic economics.
Economics In A Full World.
Growth is widely thought to be the panacea for all the major economic ills of the modern world. Poverty? Just grow the
economy (that is, increase the production of goods and services and spur consumer spending) and watch wealth trickle
down. Don’t try to redistribute wealth from rich to poor, because that slows growth. Unemployment? Increase demand
for goods and services by lowering interest rates on loans and stimulating investment, which leads to more jobs as well
as growth. Overpopulation? Just push economic growth and rely on the resulting demographic transition to reduce birth
rates, as it did in the industrial nations during the 20th century. Environmental degradation? Trust in the environmental
Kuznets curve, an empirical relation purporting to show that with ongoing growth in gross domestic product (GDP),
pollution at first increases but then reaches a maximum and declines.
Relying on growth in this way might be fine if the global economy existed in a void, but it does not. Rather the economy
is a subsystem of the finite biosphere that supports it. When the economy’s expansion encroaches too much on its
surrounding ecosystem, we will begin to sacrifice natural capital (such as fish, minerals and fossil fuels) that is worth
more than the man-made capital (such as roads, factories and appliances) added by the growth. We will then have what I
call uneconomic uneconomic growth, producing “bads” faster than goods—making us poorer, not richer [see box on page
103]. Once we pass the optimal scale, growth becomes stupid in the short run and impossible to maintain in the long run.
Evidence suggests that the U.S. may already have entered the uneconomic growth phase [see box on page 105].
Recognizing and avoiding uneconomic growth are not easy. One problem is that some people benefit from uneconomic
growth and thus have no incentive for change. In addition, our national accounts do not register the costs of growth for all
to see.
Humankind must make the transition to a sustainable economy—one that takes heed of the inherent biophysical limits of
the global ecosystem so that it can continue to operate long into the future. If we do not make that transition, we may be
cursed not just with uneconomic growth but with an ecological catastrophe that would sharply lower living standards.
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The Finite Biosphere.
Most contemporary economists do not agree that the U.S. economy and others are heading into uneconomic growth.
They largely ignore the issue of sustainability and trust that because we have come so far with growth, we can keep on
going ad infinitum. Yet concern for sustainability has a long history, dating back to 1848 and John Stuart Mill’s famous
chapter “Of the Stationary State,” a situation that Mill, unlike other classical economists, welcomed. The modernday
approach stems from work in the 1960s and 1970s by Kenneth Boulding, Ernst Schumacher and Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen. This tradition is carried on by those known as ecological economists, such as myself, and to some extent by the
subdivisions of mainstream economics called resource and environmental economics. Overall, however, mainstream
(also known as neoclassical) economists consider sustainability to be a fad and are overwhelmingly committed to growth.
But the facts are plain and uncontestable. The biosphere is finite, nongrowing, closed (except for the constant input of
solar energy), and constrained by the laws of thermodynamics. Any subsystem, such as the economy, must at some
point cease growing and adapt itself to a dynamic equilibrium, something like a steady state. Birth rates must equal
death rates, and production rates of commodities must equal depreciation rates.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_11b83883976a4d02811cc60c1f98cf10.pdf?dn=palm+oil+ullWorldEconomics1.pdf

Good points raised but here by contrast are some examples of green-speak everyone
should be well aware of. This kind of stuff is nothing more than a distraction and is
worlds away from what we're talking about. In this paper written by Elsevier they talk
about the sustainability of palm oil and refer to its 'potential uses' no less.

Elsevier.

This book serves as a rich source of information on the production, processing, characterization and utilization of palm oil
and its components. It also includes several topics related to oil palm genomics, tissue culture and genetic engineering of
oil palm. Physical, chemical and polymorphic properties of palm oil and its components as well as the measurement and
maintenance of palm oil quality are included and may be of interest to researchers and food manufacturers. General
uses of palm oil/kernel oil and their fractions in food, nutritional and oleochemical products are discussed as well as the
potential use of palm oil as an alternative to trans fats. Some attention is also given to palm biomass, bioenergy, biofuels,
waste management, and sustainability.
https://www.elsevier.com/books/palm-oil/lai/978-0-9818936-9-3

And there's this one also written by Elsevier. In this it seems they just want to blind us all
with facts, figures, data and evaluations of every description. If you would like the full
experience then please click onto the link at the bottom and trawl through it yourselves.
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Elsevier.
The ecological economics of land degradation: Impacts on ecosystem service values.
We use two datasets to characterize impacts on ecosystem services. The first is a spatially explicit measure of the
impact of human consumption or ‘demand’ on ecosystem services as measured by the human appropriation of net
primary productivity (HANPP) derived from population distributions and aggregate national statistics. The second is an
actual measure of loss of productivity or a proxy measure of ‘supply’ of ecosystem services derived from biophysical
models, agricultural census data, and other empirical measures. This proxy measure of land degradation is the ratio of
actual NPP to potential NPP. The HANPP dataset suggests that current ‘demand’ for NPP exceeds ‘supply’ at a
corresponding ecosystem service value of $10.5 trillion per year. The land degradation measure suggests that we have
lost $6.3 trillion per year of ecosystem service value to impaired ecosystem function. Agriculture amounts to 2.8% of
global GDP. With global GDP standing at $63 trillion in 2010, all of agriculture represents $1.7 Trillion of the world's GDP.
Our estimate of lost ecosystem services represent a significantly larger fraction (~10%) of global GDP. This is one reason
the economics of land degradation is about a lot more than the market value of agricultural products alone.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_586170e3089545cc9e37079e7eb242db.pdf?
dn=The_ecological_economics_of_land_degrada.pdf

Assessing impacts on ecosystem services under various plausible oil palm expansion scenarios in Central
Kalimantan, Indonesia
Sustainable palm oil production – a challenge.
Sustainable palm oil production has become a prerequisite for clean and green palm oil to supply global markets. The
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil Standard (RSPO) developed by multi-stakeholders and the Indonesian
Government’s Sustainable Palm Oil Standard (ISPO) are instrumental in strengthening sustainability in palm oil
production and supply chains (EFECA 2016). Both require companies to adhere to the principles and criteria for
sustainable palm oil production. Nevertheless, the global demand for palm oil creates a powerful financial incentive to
expand oil palm in forests and peatland.
Indonesia’s forest moratorium, in effect since May 2011, is directed to prevent deforestation of the primary forests and
peatlands for oil palm expansion, timber plantation or logging (Murdiyarso et al. 2011). However, the moratorium is
criticized for its narrow scope (Busch et al. 2014) and lack of enforcement and monitoring at the ground level due to
limited institutional capacity and support to the local government (Austin et al. 2014).
There are two main options to support expansion of oil palm without exerting pressure on forests and peatlands, while
supporting sustainable palm oil production. The first option is to expand oil palm in degraded lands. This concurs with
the land-use policy announcement in 2010 that encourages oil palm expansion only in degraded land (Gingold et al.
2012). The policy aims to provide adequate land for oil palm expansion and also help avoid emissions due to
deforestation of natural forest and peatlands. The second option is to enhance palm oil yield per unit of land (e.g. Wicke
et al. 2010). This tactic can address issues undermining productivity in smallholder oil palm plantations as highlighted by
Lee et al. (2011). In this way, smallholders can play a pivotal role in sustainable palm oil production in Indonesia.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_482212e6b8a54a27984b86bee6ac3a43.pdf?dn=palm+oil+6479-infobrief.pdf
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Rather than even trying to understand all of this pointless distractional drivel why would
we not simply do the right thing and get into the world-wide-market ourselves instead?

A Safe Operating Space For Humanity.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_5426b018fafe499db830c7b6bffa98bf.pdf?
dn=PlanetaryBoundariesNature2009.pdf

'A Safe Operating Space For Humanity' - We open it up and the first thing we come
across is a wind-turbine.

There are many interpretations of the word sustainable but ultimately there can be only
one true meaning of course. In the majority of cases they just need to read a damn good
dictionary.
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Boycott Palm Oil
Avoid the following ingredients because they are or might be palm oil.
Vegetable Fat, Vegetable Oil, Etyl Palmitate, Glyceryl, Hydrated Palm Glycerides, Octyl
Palmitate, Palm Truit Oil, Palm Kernel Oil, Palm Kernel, Palm Stearine, Palmate, Palmitate,
Palmitic Acid, Palmitoyl Oxostearamide, Palmitoyl Tetrapeptide-3, Palmity Alcohol,
Palmolein, Sodium Kernelate, Sodium Laureth Sulfate, Sodium Lauryl Lactylate/Sulphate,
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate, Sodium Palm Kernelate, Stearate and Stearic Acid. And Soya based
lecithin's are not exactly great either.
So many funny names, it's enough to confuse anyone, which of course they're designed to
do. Always check the ingredients and go for the sunflower, rapeseed, olive or coconut oils
instead. Remember generic Vegetable Oil has become the new whale oil in as much as it's
something we all need very much to avoid.
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Sintang Orangutan Center - A Sustainable Alternative to Palm Oil.
This on the other hand is an entirely different proposition altogether. Here they don't just
regurgitate the relentless old trite about sustainable palm oil, instead they speak of a
sustainable alternative to palm oil itself, namely tengkawang oil, which is exactly the
kinds of projects we're trying to promote. The Tengkawang Trees, of which there are
several species, all are native to the various parts of Indonesia and Borneo.

Solutions from the Jungle: The Tengkawang Factory.

The Tengkawang Factory: A promising solution from the Jungle. Project by Willie Smits and the Masarang Foundation.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5jo4yC6H1g

Sintang Orangutan Center. A Sustainable Alternative to Palm Oil - Tengkawang Oil!

It is still early days, but the expectation is that the economic returns and job creation potential both potentially far outstrip
palm oil.
The Tengkawang tree grows everywhere in the jungles of West Borneo. The trees have an irregular flowering pattern, but
in general there is a mass-flowering every four to five years.
When a mass flowering occurs, there is such a large amount of Tengkawang nuts that it is too much to process at the
processing plant in Pontianak, which causes the price to drop dramatically.
The local Dayak therefore never really benefit from harvesting these nuts, whereas once processed, the fat can be stored
for 10 years without problems.
https://planetfunder.org/adoptions/TSWC

Amazing Natural Oil From Tropical Rainforests For Your Beautiful Skin.
http://www.azherbs.com/2017/07/greenbutter-borneoillipenut-skincare.html
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Obviously this would only work in Indonesia and Borneo, since growing it elsewhere in
the world would ultimately create the same mess that's happening to the rainforests
already, but there where it belongs it would indeed create habitat instead of destroying it.
This paper written by Researchgate worries me. In this they compare the advantages of
tengkawang to that of rubber, they use terms like analyze, production costs and revenue.
Read this small paragraph we found here.
Researchgate - Tengkawang cultivation model in community forest using agroforestry systems in West
Kalimantan, Indonesia.
Tengkawang and rubber plants interacted each other to form a population of vegetation that resembles a forest condition.
Currently, the locals still prefer cultivating rubber to tengkawang. This is because rubber latex can be tapped anytime,
whilst tengkawang fruit can only be harvested once a year; the time for selling the collected rubber latex can be
scheduled, thereby the farmers can sell it whenever the market price is high, whereas tengkawang fruit does not last long
and often time its price falls during the harvest period; rubber tree can be tapped for as early as 5 years, while the
harvesting of tengkawang fruit only starts when the tree reaches 8 years.
See page 770.
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_1a1bbe8b77394bf4b3fb800aaf3bd5cd.pdf?dn=Researchgate+BudiWinarni+
%281%29.pdf

Presumably they're referring to the Brazilian species which was originally stolen by the
British and has been widely planted throughout S.E. Asia ever since. They talk about the
disadvantages stating, "rubber latex can be tapped anytime but tengkawang fruit can only be
harvested once a year." But the same argument surely applies as much to palm oil but no-one's
saying that's not profitable. Perhaps I'm reading more into this than is intended but alarmbells sound for me when excuse after excuse is seized upon as to why a perfectly good
alternative like this will not work.
We need nothing to do with this mindset of monocultures, regimented planting with
presumably some chemicals thrown in for good luck. There's nothing at all wrong with a
given amount of predominant planting where livelihoods need to be made but the number one
consideration must be that of increased habitat and if we can make a damn good profit on top of
doing that then that has to be a bonus rather than the aim. And again it's all down to landownership and if land were owned by proper conservationists there'd be no questions as
to what was being grown on it.
WWF., with their unlimited funds, could so easily afford to buy up many thousands of
hectares for such a project and get a reasonable return on their investment in a few years
what's more but they won't. They're more into reciting sustainable this sustainable that
and sustainable everything else.
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The Paradox of Wealth - Some good but very heavy reading and for anyone wishing to
read it here it is.
The Paradox of Wealth: Capitalism and Ecological Destruction.
Today orthodox economics is reputedly being harnessed to an entirely new end: saving the planet from the ecological
destruction wrought by capitalist expansion. It promises to accomplish this through the further expansion of capitalism
itself, cleared of its excesses and excrescences. A growing army of self-styled “sustainable developers” argues that there
is no contradiction between the unlimited accumulation of capital — the credo of economic liberalism from Adam Smith to
the present — and the preservation of the earth. The system can continue to expand by creating a new “sustainable
capitalism,” bringing the efficiency of the market to bear on nature and its reproduction. In reality, these visions amount to
little more than a renewed strategy for profiting on planetary destruction.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_3281dd91c09d474481b3bc9b4d387b17.pdf?dn=The+Paradox+of+Wealth.pdf

Conservationists Sidestepping The Issues - Consorting With The Oil Palm Growers And
Traders.

What The Conservationists Don't Want You To Know.

What we have here are endless examples of what's happening right around the planet where crop trees and other plants
are being cultivated whereas they could so easily be financially supporting the natural forests. For political gains or
whatever their agendas might be governments have been wilfully engaged in this for centuries and things are not getting
any better.
Thomas Hancock had become big in the rubber business, and was thinking of starting a plantation in a different part of
the world. 1n 1853 he had suggested to the Royal Botanical Garden in London the idea of trying to grow some rubber
plants themselves. The Royal Botanical Garden sent agents to Brazil to smuggle out rubber tree seeds. The Brazilian
government frowned on people taking these out of the country, wanting to hold on to it's big share of the world's rubber
market. Needless to say, someone goofed when one British agent, Sir Henry Wickham, slipped out of Brazil with around
70,000 seeds.
Hancock and his associates had their eyes on the British colonies of south-east Asia. The kingpins of the British rubber
industry figured that if they could start rubber plantations in the British colonies, not only would they have a better supply
of rubber, but the supply would also be under British control. So the seeds were smuggled back to Britain and were
successfully grown into little saplings. Eventually the saplings were then shipped to the colonies. Eleven were addressed
to the Singapore Botanical Garden.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_601c04605d71472fa8000d2758affacd.pdf?dn=TRF+Supplementary+Info.pdf
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Orangutans, Sustainable Palm Oil And The Truth.

Over the years this highly corrupt issue of Orangutans and sustainable palm oil has become increasingly widespread and
we're busy exposing everyone that's involved. Before continuing it has to be said that most of the volunteers and
fieldworkers, who work tirelessly helping these baby Orangutans, there is no doubt about their sincerity and dedication
and it's only right to separate them from the organisations with which they work. What we're concerned about are those
at the top who are going along with, if not pushing this false premiss of so-called 'sustainable, responsible or non-conflict'
palm oil, as opposed to 'non-sustainable or conflict' stuff as they would have everyone believe.

The hideous Michelle Desilets of the Orangutan Land Trust.
Here she sits befriending these poor little souls using them as pawns as she weaves her perverted and twisted deals
within the palm oil industries. She talks about, 'that which is not grown as a result of forest clearance,' which would be
reasonable enough if the whole premiss weren't just paper-shuffling.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_8da3ba2cf38a464cbf8978e5631450f6.pdf?dn=Orangutans
%2C+Sustainable+Palm+Oil+2.pdf
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Alternative To Palm Oil Could Help Save The Environment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbgtQqFt3xI

The Good, the Bad and the Downright Ugly. The so-called 'sustainable' Oil Palm participants.
The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil.

Here we have the details of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, the Roundtable on Responsible Soy and the
Rainforest Alliance, who work on very similar lines. Included also is the Forum for the Future, whose vision of a utopian
world of sustainable wind-farms and sustainable oil palm, still wreaks havoc to this day. Jonathon Porritt's vile creation,
who it has to be said, is equally confused by the word sustainable. And lastly the World Bank and the IMF. who back
most of this.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_312664d6b9ff4f70978a52aa4126726a.pdf?dn=The+Good
%2C+the+Bad+and+the+Downright+Ugly.pdf
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PandaLeaks: Kalimantan.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reJZSXcLdtI

Rather than campaigning against wildlife destroying practices most organisations assume
this feeble role of appeasement.

Palm Oil Ecological Footprint Extends To Distant Forests.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_37bfaa85c3c34247936c38dd9b7f5da8.pdf?dn=Palm_Oil
%E2%80%99s_Ecological_Footprint_Extends_To_Distant_Forests.pdf
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Early Push Into Papua New Guinea Palm Oil Firms.

JAKARTA – The clearing of Indonesia’s last untouched swath of pristine forest has begun in earnest, with an area the size
of Washington, D.C., razed for just a single oil palm plantation in Papua province, new data show.
Nearly 200 square kilometers (77 square miles) of forest have been cleared in Merauke district since 2014 for the
plantation, according to the Washington-based World Resources Institute (WRI), with 10 square kilometers (3.9 square
miles) being opened up just since October.
Arief Wijaya,senior manager for climate and forests at the Jakarta office of the WRI, said the scope of the deforestation
was alarming. Cutting down that many trees for a single plantation area, he said, “emits 11 million tons of CO2,
equivalent to the emission of 2.1 million cars in a year.”
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_b89a934eb0074c5ebb590e946b67664b.pdf?dn=Early+Push+Into+Papua
%2C+Palm+Oil+Firms.pdf

Iceland Supermarkets To Ban Palm Oil In Own-Brand Products.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_9ba00ea52f8c4813b35a526583b036a5.pdf?
dn=Iceland+Supermarkets+To+Ban.pdf
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Indonesia Tries To Learn From Brazil’s Success.

Independent eyes are needed on the ground everywhere in order to see what's actually happening. The trouble is, as
we've witnessed ourselves many times over, there seem to be very few organisations and those working within them that
can be trusted any more.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_eaa2399a683941d6addaedccfebf3e30.pdf?
dn=Indonesia_tries_to_learn_from_Brazil%E2%80%99s_success.pdf

Will China Wipe Out the World’s Rarest Ape?

Will a desperately imperilled ape become a tragic icon of China’s trillion-dollar infrastructure-expansion plans hundreds of
mega-projects that will stretch across Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Pacific?
The ape, called the Tapanuli Orangutan, is one of the rarest animals on Earth.
Its great vulnerability isn’t stopping Chinese corporations and banks from building a US$1.6 billion hydropower project
right in the heart of its tiny population.
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_dfa1d678fad3422fa2a8d12a58437c81.pdf?dn=Will+China+Wipe+Out.pdf
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Green Belt Africa.

A line of trees, 9 miles wide by around 5,000 miles long, planted in a bid to halt the advancing desert.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_2e682adf04e3438b8a424b4e691f1e1e.pdf? dn=Green+Belt+Africa.pdf

Where Do Your Nuts Come From?

Considerations like Iran uprooting its indigenous Pistachio forests and California cutting in on Iran's global nut market are
not issues you're likely to hear much about when anyone speaks of Iran's local climate problems. Far too convenient to
lump it all together as generic climate-change and an excuse to build some more wind-farms rather than doing the right
thing.
“Iranian citizens are increasingly blaming environmental problems on the United States.” The US. as it happens is very
much to blame but just not in a way that's commonly recognised.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_14f811e219c141009d5228ef166bfdfe.pdf?dn=Iranian+Climate.pdf

The Asiatic Cheetah Probably Extinct Within Two Years.
This disaster was allowed if not wilfully caused by the following, the US. Government (see the above), the Iranian
Government who didn't exactly do too much to help, the US. nut growers and the nut retailers (also see the above), and
by no means least WWF. who also did nothing to prevent this from happening.
Right across the planet in fact we are seeing examples where land is being deliberately degraded by government
policies, who, for whatever reasons, have their own selfish agendas on the way things are run.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_e63c70443d2a482b9d7c4ca90213352d.pdf?
dn=A+Case+For+The+Asiatic+Cheetah.pdf
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Saving The Asiatic Cheetah.
This was always an animal that could have been much helped with a well funded captive breeding programme. Not a
standard zoo kind of treatment but within a decent area of habitat fenced off and guarded inside Iran itself. Animals from
the surrounding countryside could have been darted, brought into the facility, kept well fed and healthy, and from there on
intensively bred. Get their numbers up by any means must always be the most important consideration. It has been
done in China with the Pandas and with huge success what's more and this could easily be extended to other species
around the world.
All we seem to ever do these days however is to stand around and ponder while animals are being wiped out in front of
our very eyes. Conservationists are either inept or corrupt and the mix of the two is proving to have the most disastrous
consequences for our wildlife globally.

Iran's Sand Storms.

Nothing at all to do with syphoning off the aquifers for crop-irrigation or clearing the Pistachio forests of course!
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a2040e77e11d4c34adc35017b90b4d8d.pdf?dn=Irans+Sand+Storms.pdf

The Javan Rhino.

First it disappears from Vietnam and then only a few years later from Malaysia. Found now only in Ujung Kulon National
Park, Indonesia, how long will it be before it's completely gone? With conservationists, companies and governmental
authorities all turning a blind eye, it's quite probably not going to be too long. It is surely time to act and wake up before it
really is too late.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_0976337bfa894d3c83d811ea58578b54.pdf?dn=Javan+Rhino.pdf
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Why Big Business Could Be The Key To A Fairer World - Written by corporations for
perverting people's minds.
Why Big Business Could Be The Key To A Fairer World.

https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_cf43847867984268b992285bfca51ba7.pdf?
dn=Why+Big+Business+Could+Be+The+Key+To+A+Fairer+World.pdf

Basically it's a plug for Unilever a company that did more than any other brand, at least
in the early stages, to force the world-market towards palm oil production. For real
sustainability ignore this drivel and read what's written here instead. We've included this
only as an example of what corporates are trying to sell.

Twenty Three Leading Companies!

We've seen it all before with runaway palm oil production. In this they talk about stopping the destructive expansion of
unsustainable agricultural production in one breath whilst tripling soy production with the other. No-one's there of course
to see whether things are being adhered to or not with everyone taking them at their word that everything's above board.
Having signed up to this agreement these companies can then legally use the word 'sustainable' against their soya
proteins or whatever else they might be foisting on us. Corporates appear almost caring, everyone breathes a sigh of
relief that they're not exploiting the planet, and the unabated destruction continues as much if not more than it ever did
before. Basically the corporates stomp up the cash in return for conservationists' silence.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_7c764514853e4dd78d45af2f3c00440d.pdf?
dn=Twenty+Three+Leading+Companies+2.pdf
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Conservationists Sidestepping The Issues - Generically Citing Global-Warming Rather
Than The Causes.
How Destroying Forests There Can Cause Retreating Glaciers Here.

This retreating glacier at Mendhenhall, South Alaska clearly points to a rise in local
temperatures but what shouldn't be overlooked are the air currents which blow up across the
North Pacific from around Indonesia towards this location below the Arctic Circle.

The Kuro Siwo Current is a north-flowing ocean movement of water on the west side of the
North Pacific Ocean, as a simplified map of the ocean's currents in this link demonstrates (see
the upper left-hand feature). Currents like these then set the pace for the prevailing winds
around the world and as forests in one part of the world are destroyed there may well be
unforeseen consequences happening elsewhere on the planet. A correlation of warmer and drier
than usual air blowing up from the south, resulting from deforestation there, then has a
profound effect on the ice melt here.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_42efb624cbfa49328db8ac16bee83ca3.pdf?
dn=How+Destroying+Forests+There+2.pdf
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Huge Antarctic Iceberg Poised To Break Away.

And again, by looking at this same very simplified map of the ocean's currents (see the lower
right hand feature this time), demonstrates the Brazil Current drifting from Central Western
Africa down towards the Larsen Ice Shelf with the Equatorial movement out there in the Pacific
also picking up hotter than usual winds. It's worth noting here too, the abysmal deforestation
that's occurred both in Africa and everywhere else over the past fifty years or so, producing a
similar effect to what is happening with the Alaskan melt.
Driving the prevailing winds, with the warmer and drier than usual air resulting from forest loss
in one part of the world, that go on to effect other parts of the planet elsewhere. Most
conservationists, the same people incidentally who support sustainable palm oil thus fuelling
further deforestation, will put this down to generic global warming whereas the evidence, as we
are finding it, is not so straightforward.
https://static.wixstatic.com/ugd/74da12_a345140c13194cd58046c219a126a8d7.pdf?
dn=Huge+Antarctic+Iceberg+Poised+To+Break+Away..pdf

We need to do all we can to save the rainforests world-wide on the mass they truly
deserve, a way of accomplishing this as we've already said, would be to make them pay for
themselves by giving them a real financial footing. This would be a good deal more
productive than routinely going cap in hand to big palm oil.
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Some Of The World’s Largest Non-Polar Glaciers Are Expanding Despite Global
Warming.

Here too this can be explained by prevailers. Not as pronounced as the oceanic winds but
prevailing winds nonetheless blowing this time down from Siberia.
http://dailycaller.com/2017/08/11/some-of-the-worlds-largest-non-polar-glaciers-are-expandingdespite-global-warming/

Anomalies, more subtle and for less obvious reasons than these, are occurring in various other
parts of the planet and no-one seems to have a clue how to fix the problems.
The Sixth Great Extinction - Mainly Down To Conservationists Being So Inept.
A biodiversity crisis is looming upon us. We are now in the middle of a “sixth great extinction” of animal species,
scientists warn, with loss of species about 1,000 times higher than it would have been without human impact.
https://news.mongabay.com/2017/08/good-quality-monitoring-surveys-key-to-wildlife-conservation-new-study/

Jason Hickel - The Divide RT - Renegade Inc. A valuable insight as to what's really happening in the world today.

According to this documentary, and it all makes perfect sense, nothing is in fact failing but everything is very much on
track. Things like conflicts, famines and the degradation of just about everything we're witnessing today, is all part of the
big plan being unleashed on the world. We can also be very sure most of the conservation groups are in on this too,
much of what they say and do reeks of corruption of some kind or another, they've not uttered a trust-worthy word for
decades. Just think about what's happening out there and know that nothing's failing and it's all happening by design.
Added to this of course we now have the well-intended but very misguided lefties who are fuelling things to even greater
intensity with their calls for more and more wind-farms and everything sustainable.
But anyway take a look everyone and let's all wake up. https://youtu.be/C1CtT5kvdjQ
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Biodiversity Hotspot.

A biodiversity hotspot is a biogeographic region with significant levels of biodiversity that is threatened with destruction.
For example forests are considered as biodiversity hotspots. The Status is designated by International Union For
Conservation Of Nature(IUCN).
Norman Myers wrote about the concept in two articles in “The Environmentalist” (1988),[1] & 1990[2] revised after
thorough analysis by Myers and others in “Hotspots: Earth’s Biologically Richest and Most Endangered Terrestrial
Ecoregions”[3] and a paper published in the journal Nature.[4]
To qualify as a biodiversity hotspot on Myers 2000 edition of the hotspot-map, a region must meet two strict criteria: it
must contain at least 0.5% or 1,500 species of vascular plants as endemics, and it has to have lost at least 70% of its
primary vegetation.[4] Around the world, 36 areas qualify under this definition.[5] These sites support nearly 60% of the
world's plant, bird, mammal, reptile, and amphibian species, with a very high share of those species as endemics.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biodiversity_hotspot

Norman Myers' Ecological Hotspots.
A great idea but as we see Amazonia doesn't even get a listing while practically all of S. E.
Asia does but we all know what's happening to most of that.
So unless we change course dramatically and do what's right for the planet rather than
what the conservation groups want, who are currently running things as they would see it,
things couldn't really be much bleaker. We have a choice, either dump those that are in
charge and start from a completely new beginning, or crash and burn on the mountain
side which is pretty well where they are taking us right now.
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Projects, organisations and individuals we support.
Forest Nature And Environment Aceh. https://www.facebook.com/HAkA.Sumatra/
A. T. Kearney’s Commitment to the Clinton Global Initiative - New Oils for the New World.
Looking at Heterotrophic Algal Oil as a viable replacement for palm oil.
https://www.atkearney.com/documents/10192/924901/New+Oils+for+the+New+World.pdf/039e38456564-4930-8181-1f223cbbcc33

Palm Oil Free Certification Trademark. https://www.facebook.com/palmoilfreecertification/
CSRC Forests and Wetlands Projects. http://wetlandsandforests.hud.ac.uk/wcc_home.html
Mindo Cloudforest Foundation. http://mindocloudforest.org/
7 Elements Peru. https://www.facebook.com/servicelearningperu/
Coordinadora Mapuche Arauco Malleco.
https://www.facebook.com/Coordinadora-Mapuche-Arauco-Malleco-392342120332/

SOS Wildlife & Rainforests.
https://www.facebook.com/events/749173985199838/1471101823007047/

Global Resistance To The "Elite" And Corporations.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/peepsvselite/

Mangrove Action Project. http://mangroveactionproject.org/
Sintang Orangutan Center. https://www.facebook.com/orangutansintang/
Men of the Forest. https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/alessandronicoletti/men-of-the-forest
Samboja Lestari Orangutan Project. http://www.orangutanproject.com/
The Samboja Lestari Orangutan Project worked for a time on completely different lines to other
Orangutan groups by cultivating and utilising Sugar Palm in order to fund itself. Sugar Palm,
which is native to Borneo, actually creates habitat there rather than destroys it.
Unfortunately they have since been taken over and presumably infiltrated by the Borneo
Orangutan Survival Foundation who are supportive of Oil Palm.
ALERT.
http://alert-conservation.org/issues-research-highlights/2017/10/3/the-overwhelming-value-of-trees
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Jakarta Animal Aid Network.
http://www.jakartaanimalaid.com/domesticcampaigns/save-dennis-save-the-rainforests/

Cikananga. http://www.cikanangawildlifecenter.com/
Spots & Stripes Conservation. https://www.facebook.com/SPOTSandSTRIPES.CON/
Borneo Nature Foundation. http://www.borneonaturefoundation.org/en/
JUICE Malaysia. https://www.facebook.com/JuiceMY/posts/
Sumatran Orangutan Society. http://www.orangutans-sos.org/
Orangutan Information Centre. http://orangutancentre.org/about-us/
Yayasan Ekosistem Lestari (YEL). http://yel.or.id/en/
Palm Oil Awareness. https://www.facebook.com/groups/1671425726403069/
Ashoka. https://www.ashoka.org/en/fellow/panut-hadisiswoyo
Global Wildlife Warriors Brazil. https://www.facebook.com/gww.brazil/
The Great Green Wall. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pc3BTMVPIwc
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